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ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED

- **Activities with the WCO:** Participation to the WCO ecommerce forum in Beijing and discussions on small parcels tsunami in the global logistic and the facilitations – participation to the E-commerce group works in Brussels.

- **Activities with the UNECA:** contribution to the forum on digital trade in Addis Ababa – Contribution to the National TF body in addis abebea.

- **Activities with the AFRICAN Union:** Contribution to the e-commerce conference in Nairobi, participation to the workshop on trade facilitation alongside the African trade fair – Cairo.
Activities with UNCTAD: Contribution to the E-commerce week in Africa in Geneva and the first E-commerce Week in Africa Nairobi December.

Activities with WOLDBANK: Participation to the SSATP general assembly in Abuja and contribution to many panels.

Activities with the WTO: Participation and contribution to the WTO public forum in Geneva.

Activities with WAEMU: Organization of a workshop in Ouagadougou to push for the regional e-commerce E-certificate of origin.
AAEC ACTIVITIES

- Sensitization workshops on single window in LDS countries in Africa.
- Diffusion of the version 2 of the SW implementation guide release by AEEC in April 2018.
- Launching of the project with African Development Bank to establish a shared platform for standardized exchange of documents and data among SW.
- Conference in Morocco and Congo on single window and trade logistic.
PROJECTS IN THE PIPELINE

- **AAEC Trade Portals**: Trade portals for information
- **SW national workshops** in some LDCs in Africa
- Extension of the E-CO in the others RECs,
- Mutual recognition of digital signature among AAEC SW members.
CELEBRATION OF THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE AAEC AND INTERNATIONAL FORUM ON SW

DAKAR, APRIL 25 to 26th.